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Trial of Frederick Eberle
Bibliotheca Brightliensis
Self-Evident Truths
A Catalogue of the Books, Belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia, with an Account of the Institution, Charters, Laws and Regulations
Trial of F. Eberle and others, at Philadelphia, July 1816, for illegally conspiring together ... to prevent the introduction of the English Language into the service of St. Michael's and Zion, Churches, belonging to the German Lutheran Congregation, Philadelphia. Taken by J. Carson
And Others, at a Nisi Prius Court, Held at Philadelphia, July 1816 Before the Honorable Jasper Yeates, Justice. For Illegally Conspriing Together by All Means Lawful and Unlawful ... to Prevent the Introduction of the English Language Into the Service of St. Michael's and Zion's Churches, Belonging to the German Lutheran Congregation, in the City of Philadelphia
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Reprint of the original, first published in 1873.
A Conflict of Divided Loyalties
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A dictionary of books relating to America, from its discovery to the present time.
A Catalogue of the Books Belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia
The Trial of Frederick Eberle
For Illegally Conspiring Together by All Means Lawful and Unlawful, "With Their Bodies and Lives" To Prevent the Int
In Citizens in a Strange Land, Hermann Wellenreuther examines the broadsides—printed single sheets—produced by the Pennsylvania German community. These broadsides covered topics ranging from local controversies and politics to devotional poems and hymns. Each one is a product of and reaction to a
particular historical setting. To understand them fully, Wellenreuther systematically reconstructs Pennsylvania’s print culture, the material conditions of life, the problems German settlers faced, the demands their communities made on the individual settlers, the complications to be overcome, and the needs
to be satisfied. He shows how these broadsides provided advice, projections, and comment on phases of life from cradle to grave.
In the last twenty years, transnational perspectives have gained momentum in the field of historical-educational research. Scholars have made substantial efforts to rethink nation-based historiographies by reconstructing and reinterpreting the cross-border encounters and intertwined processes that have
turned the history of education into a transnational enterprise. A closer look at specific transnational spaces furthers a better understanding of these processes. Against this backdrop, the book offers case studies focusing on transatlantic encounters with special regard to the manifold entanglements between
Germany and the United States of America that represent one of the most complex, dynamic, and vivid educational spaces between the eighteenth and twentieth century. Drawing on excellent source material, each contribution examines interaction processes as the genuine transformative moment within any
cross-border transfer, and investigates exchanges of concepts, institutions, and materials. Under this premise, the book draws attention to shifting trajectories in the German-American history of education that can be identified by focusing on long-lasting transnational entanglements. By offering a wide range
of research approaches, the publication furthermore contributes innovative methodological thoughts to transnational histories of education that go beyond the German-American context and will interest students, emerging researchers, and experts of history of education.
Trial of Frederick Eberle and Others, at a Nisi Prius Court, Held at Philadelphia, July 1816, Before the Honorable Jasper Yeates, Justice
Hessians
Index to American State Trials, Vol. 1 to 10, Inclusive
For Illegally Conspiring Together by All Means Lawful and Unlawful, with Their Bodies and Lives to Prevent the Int
For Illegally Conspiring Together by All Means Lawful and Unlawful ... to Prevent the Introduction of the English Language Into the Service of St. Michael's and Zion's Churches, Belonging to the German Lutheran Congregation, in the City of Philadelphia
A Dictionary of Books Relating to America, from Its Discovery to the Present Time

Exploring the morally entangled territory of language and race in 18th- and 19th-century America, Sean Harvey shows that whites theories of an Indian mind inexorably shaped by Indian languages played a crucial role in the subjugation of Native peoples and informed the U.S. government s efforts to extinguish Native languages for years to come.
Between 1776 and 1783, Britain hired an estimated 30,000 German soldiers to fight in its war against the Americans. Collectively known as Hessians, they actually came from six German territories within the Holy Roman Empire. Over the course of the war, members of the German corps, including women and children, spent extended periods of time in locations as
dispersed and varied as Canada in the North to West Florida and Cuba in the South. They shared in every significant British military triumph and defeat. Thousands died of disease, were killed in battle, were captured by the enemy, or deserted. Collectively, they recorded their experiences and observations of the war they fought in, the land they traversed, and the
people they encountered in a large body of letters, diaries, and similar private and official records. Friederike Baer presents a study of Britain's war against the American rebels from the perspective of the German soldiers, a people uniquely positioned both in the midst of the war and at its margins. The book offers a ground-breaking reimagining of this watershed
event in world history.
A Descriptive Catalogue of the General and Professional Library of F. C. Brightly, of Germantown, Pennsylvania. With Critical Notices of Authors, Books, Subjects,etc
Trial of Frederick Eberle and Others
Vol. VI.
Native Tongues
Bibliotheca Americana
A History of Our Time
Excerpt from Trial of Frederick Eberle and Others, at a Nisi Prius Court, Held at Philadelphia, July 1816, Before the Honorable Jasper Yeates, Justice: For Illegally Conspiring Together by All Means Lawful and Unlawful, "With Their Bodies and Lives" To Prevent the Introduction of the English Language Into the Service of St. Michael's and Zion's Churches Trial of Frederick Eberle and others, at 'a.
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Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original,
such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
In the summer of 1816, the state of Pennsylvania tried fifty-nine German-Americans on charges of conspiracy and rioting. The accused had, according to the indictment, conspired to prevent with physical force the introduction of the English language into the largest German church in North America, Philadelphia’s Lutheran congregation of St. Michael’s and Zion. The trial marked the climax of an
increasingly violent conflict over language choice in Philadelphia’s German community, with members bitterly divided into those who favored the exclusive use of German in their church, and those who preferred occasional services in English. At trial, witnesses, lawyers, defendants, and the judge explicitly linked language to class, citizenship, patriotism, religion, and violence. Mining many
previously unexamined sources, including German-language writings, witness testimonies, and the opinions of prominent legal professionals, Friederike Baer uses legal conflict as a prism through which to explore the significance of language in the early American republic. The Trial of Frederick Eberle reminds us that debates over language have always been about far more than just language.
Baer demonstrates that the 1816 trial was not a battle between Americans and immigrants, or German-speakers and English-speakers. Instead, the individuals involved in the case seized and exploited English and German as powerful symbols of competing cultural, economic, and social interests.
Pennsylvania Dutch
The World's Work
A Catalogue Of The Books Belonging To The Library Company Of Philadelphia; To Which Is Prefixed A Short Account Of The Institution, With The Charter Laws And Regulations
Trial of Frederick Eberle and Others, at a Nisi Prius Court, Held at Philadelphia, July 1816 Before the Honorable Jasper Yeates, Justice. For Illegally Conspiring Together by All Means Lawful and Unlawful, with Their Bodies and Lives to Prevent the Intro
With Selections from His Letters
The Story of an American Language
From a distinguished historian, a detailed and compelling examination of how the early Republic struggled with the idea that “all men are created equal” How did Americans in the generations following the Declaration of Independence translate its lofty ideals into practice? In this broadly synthetic work, distinguished historian Richard Brown shows that despite its
founding statement that “all men are created equal,” the early Republic struggled with every form of social inequality. While people paid homage to the ideal of equal rights, this ideal came up against entrenched social and political practices and beliefs. Brown illustrates how the ideal was tested in struggles over race and ethnicity, religious freedom, gender and social
class, voting rights and citizenship. He shows how high principles fared in criminal trials and divorce cases when minorities, women, and people from different social classes faced judgment. This book offers a much-needed exploration of the ways revolutionary political ideas penetrated popular thinking and everyday practice.
Contesting Equal Rights from the Revolution to the Civil War
For Illegally Conspiring ... to Prevent the Introduction of the English Language Into the Service of St. Michael's and Zion's Churches, Belonging to the German Lutheran Congregation, in the City of Philadelphia. Taken in Short Hand by James Carson
A Collection of the Important and Interesting Criminal Trials which Have Taken Place in the United States, from the Beginning of Our Government to the Present Day : with Notes and Annotations
Race Or Nation
Catalogue of Books Relating to the Literature of the Law Collected by the Late John V.L. Pruyn
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